
January 16, 2012  
Surprise! GA Meeting Tomorrow 
 
I am informed, but so far, only by one person so it may or may not be correct, 
and if it is correct, they may change or cancel the meeting at the last minute. You 
know how they do up at the Big Blue.  
 
But there is supposed to be a GA Meeting on Tuesday (tomorrow), at the Blue 
Building. Why? I have no clue. But you can come armed with questions: Why did 
they give back pay to Justin and to Poopsie without putting it to a proper vote? 
Money just gets flung around out there, if you are someone who lost your job 
because you failed a drug test, I guess. So, everyone that has lost their job 
because they failed a drug test should also request, on the spot, to have their 
back pay reinstated. Go back years! Why not? 
 
Your Tribal Council seems unable to figure out a work schedule for themselves. 
They show up or don't show up, get paid either way. These sudden GA meetings 
are getting to be a little bizarre.  
 
Also on Tuesday 
 
Justin Yankton, who just got a whack of back pay, and for whose attorney you 
are all paying, has a court date! I suppose that if he goes to prison, which is 
unlikely given the laughable sentences meted out by the cornball Judges who 
hear the cases and think that stealing from the poorest of the poor in Indian 
Country is no big thang, ... gave Waddling Eagle a slap on the wrist and an teeny 
tiny fine, which I am sure he paid for from one of those coffee cans he has buried 
in his yard.  Let's see if Walking Eagle also gets back pay for losing the election, 
shall we?  
 
Let's See, What Else is on Tuesday? 
 
Oh yes, the State has demanded a series of files from Social Services to be 
presented to them for forensic audit.  Files that are flagged as possibly tampered 
with. Or, better yet, non-existent.   
 
Roger waved his hand and declared he would stop them from auditing the 
department. He failed. His buddy, Rod Cavenaugh, laughed at all the concern in 
Social Services, telling them he could, with a simple phone call, get more time, 
like 30 - 90 days, to produce the files... it was so simple... but he failed.  
 
So, on Tuesday, those files have to be presented. And, if anything is out of order, 
the tribe will lose its funding for that department.  The State, at this point, with the 
glare of media hot on their necks, is going to do their job and when they find the 
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files are out of order, non-existent or tampered with... they will not only 
immediately cut off funding, but seek to recoup all the funding related to those 
cases, possibly even more cases, from the Tribe.   
 
In order to make it look like they have been doing business legitimately, Wanda 
put out the call and recruited as many people as she could, to show up at the 
Social Services offices Friday, Saturday, Sunday and they are probably there 
today as well, to construct files.  How do you think that is going to work?  
 
Whom do you think will take the fall when these brand newly built files don't 
match up to what the State knows is the true files? Will it be falsifying records? 
Forging signatures? Falsifying State Documents? What kind of charges will be 
added to the penalties that are sure to come that way?  
 
Those files are due on Tuesday.  
 
Wow, that's one very busy day!  
 
So, someone tell me: How much is Wanda paying you all to forge, falsify and 
fake these files? I hope you get paid in cash. If there is a paycheck with your 
name on it, you also, might be in big trouble.   
 
All this so the thieves in Social Services can steal from the most vulnerable in the 
tribe. Steal from them and put them in danger. The Children.  
 
I guess the tribe has not buried enough children yet. I suppose they learned 
nothing from the ones they had to bury.  Not learning from mistakes of the past, 
repeating them and expecting different outcomes is of course, the definition of 
stupidity.  
 
People, find a way to come together.  
 
Head Start Horrors 
 
The RN from Head Start did not quit. She was fired. Wanda fired her so that 
Patricia Longie, who writes such 'sweet' letters to me every time her name is 
mentioned, can have that Nurse's job.  Becky Larson quit last week, so I guess 
the Death Threats, assaults and general hostile atmosphere out there was finally 
enough for her.  
 
Lisa Georgeson has replaced her. No degree in anything. Wanda wrote the 
termination letter for the RN but, gutless as she is, wanted Lisa to sign it. Lisa, no 
degree, was not that stupid. She did not sign it. I wonder if someone forged her 
name on it? Or, were all the forgers already busy at Social Services, Creating 
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history?  
 
I have heard that Patricia Longie, who is an LPN, one step lower than the RN she 
replaced, was told she could have the RN's job if she dropped her police charges 
against Jean or Jan Liska, the woman whom she got into a brawl with over the 
paychecks (previous posting). I don't know if she dropped the charges or not. 
Personally, I don't give a rat's behind.   
 
But, I am seriously puzzled at what it is that Liska holds over the Power Brokers 
in the tribe. She has no skills; cannot even use a computer, yet is given 
supervisory and director jobs left and right. In all the deficiencies listed when 
Head Start went on probation, most were corrected except those that related to 
Liska, who could not do the job she was assigned, and really had no 
comprehension of what it was.  
 
So, why would someone be told to drop the charges of assault? Why would that 
be a condition of being given the job?  Is Liska somehow linked to some of the 
bigger financial scandals? Is she married to or related to one of the less than 
honest bankers? I just don't get it.  
 
If Head Start lasts beyond March, I will be very, very surprised.  
 
What does Head Start have in common with Social Services? Mostly, that the 
people running it have no concern whatsoever for the children. It's all about how 
much money someone can get, for work they never do.  
 
Why I Seldom Say Anything Nice in the Blog 
 
And, my apologies to Gladys Bearwald. I had heard so many nice and good 
things about her from so many people, I thought I would pass it along. Maybe you 
could all decide that there was someone there who did their job, was capable of 
running the program, and persuade her, with your support, to do so.  
 
Well, jealousy took over immediately. One negative screamer after another 
started attacking that woman's reputation.  She never wanted the position, never 
applied for it, and as far as I am concerned, people out there don't deserve 
anyone of her caliber. Clearly, y'all prefer the bullies, the incompetent and the 
back stabbers.  
 
I was silly to think that the Good People of Spirit Lake would look for or recognize 
a bright spot. Apparently, Gladys got some crap phone calls or comments along 
the way. Way to Go Spirit Lake Nation! Children are not important.  Silly me.  
 
So, whom shall I say something nice about next?  
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If adults don't stand a chance against the bullies and the pill heads out there, 
what chance do the children stand?  
 
And yes, Gladys, this is the last time I say anything nice about you. For your 
sake.  
 
Ghosts 
 
The Ancestors are not pleased. The children who have been abused and 
neglected, were the gift of the future. Now, so many are destroyed. They are like 
ghosts, as they grow up in a community that cares nothing if they live or die. 
Cares nothing if they are tormented, neglected or worse.  
 
But, there are also other ghosts. The time is coming for them to be heard. They 
hold the murdered in waiting, for Justice.  
 
I know they come into your homes. I know you try spells and screams and drugs 
and alcohol to make them go away. They never go away. They are always there.  
 
The Ancestors have given those who do Black Road Practices, enough time and 
signs to see the error of their ways. They come back now, to take back from 
those who have mocked them, and who have misused the practices for personal 
power.  
 
They come for your family, John Chaske. And for the families of those who have 
learned these practices from you. They come for the children, your health, your 
prosperity. All that you have gained, will be lost. You know this is true. They have 
told you, to your face. Now, they tell your family. Your children, grandchildren, 
nieces and nephews... all feel the icy breath of the Ancestors calling their names, 
reaching out to pull them close.  
 
They come for the one who smeared pig's blood all over the roundhouse, in order 
to cast a spell... it all comes home to where it came from.  
 
People with no faces, the cries of children no longer here, monsters in the Lake, 
that spooky stranger who shows up at the casino with a list of names, then 
vanishes like smoke, all that and more... and it cannot be stopped.  
 
Those who embrace the Black Road, and those who embrace them, will be 
summoned to a reckoning.  
 
And those who stayed silent, and who allowed their silence to enable all that 
creates the suffering out there... all will be summoned.  Those inside the Tribe, 
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and those who conspire outside the Tribe. Those in high places and those in low, 
all will be called to the reckoning.  
 
There is no more time. There are no more 'Second Chances' for those who have 
fed off of the despair in the home of the Grandfathers.  
 
They can laugh it off as nothing, but I hear them screaming in the night. Coyotes 
pick up the notes and carry them to the wind. The wind carries them to the Four 
Directions. And when it all comes back, it will be from the Four Directions; 
enough.  
 
The time to heal is now. Find a way to come together, Good People. Or there will 
be nothing left to save. Nothing worth having.  
 
Each child out there is your last chance. Make this world worth living in. Come 
together for the children.  
 
Or hold to your pathetic small minded feuds, lies and jealousies. You will wake up 
one morning and realize that the children you put aside, are no longer there. The 
silence will cut through your heart like a knife that never lets you bleed.  
 
Ask anyone who has buried their child. Ask anyone who stood next to them. Do 
nothing, and you are just waiting your turn.  
 
You know where to find me.  
 
~Cat 


